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ABSTRACT
This study by studies and the observation made in grade sdn kopo elok bandung study results showed lack of students in learning ips .One of the lack of students study results namely the use of learning method is ineffective .Methods used teacher this method , this method less give opportunity to students to be directly involved in learning for students listeners loyal to talk to delivered teacher making learners being passive, One learning model that can be used as an alternative to improve learning outcomes is learning model demonstrations .model learning is teaching methods demonstrations by means of show goods , The incident , a law and order to carry out , either directly or through the use of teaching media relevant with a staple subjects or material was presented , innovation learning designed to help students comprehends the theory deeply through learn praktik-empirik message, Learning model is meant to increase study results of students struggle maintain in learning ips, in addition the use of learning demonstrations a positive impact on study results students.The result showed that with learning model demonstration can improve learning outcomes students. Thus conclusions of the research is increasing students study results from the pretes until the postes cycle i of reaching kkm 48,28 % and not reaching kkm is 55,18% and postes cycle ii increased good, implementation results show cycle ii students at kkm about 85,36 %, this exceeding target writer 85 %. In addition the activity of students in learning to rise, this is because students join actively learning.Thus learning model demonstrations in addition to improve learning outcomes students in learning ips.
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